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Abstract. The increasing demands for high data rates,
drives the efforts for more efficient usage of the finite natural radio spectrum resources. Existing wideband code
division multiple access (WCDMA) uplink outer loop
power control has difficulty to answer to the new load on
air interface. The main reason is that the maximum allowed noise rise per single user is fixed value. In worst
case uplink load can be so high that all services, including
conversational service, could be blocked. In this paper
investigation has been performed to present correlation of
main system parameters, used by uplink outer loop power
control, to uplink load. Simulation has been created and
executed to present difference in current implementation of
uplink outer loop power control against proposed changes.
Proposed solution is self-optimizing uplink outer loop
power control in a way that maximum allowed noise rise
per single user would be dynamically changed based on
current uplink load on cell.
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1. Introduction
Power control is essential in WCDMA systems to
provide satisfactory quality of service (QoS) [1] and to
combat several problems:
 To mitigate the fading effect.
 To adjust the radiated power of mobile stations in
a way that all received signals at the base station have
the same signal to interference ratio (SIR) for the
same bit rate. This is necessary to prevent the socalled near far problem [2].
 To reduce co-channel interference by concurrent
users. This has a direct impact on the capacity of cells
in the uplink.
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SIR in the WCDMA system corresponds to the ratio
of the received useful signal at the receiver of base station
over a frequency range of 5 MHz width compared to interfering co-channel sources. In the uplink, received useful
signal at the receiver of base station is signal from the
mobile station. Sources of interfering signals are all other
mobile stations in the cell, as well as other mobile stations
in neighboring WCDMA cells that transmit on the same
channel [3].
There are three types of algorithm for power control,
which are implemented in WCDMA system: open loop
power control, inner loop power control, outer loop power
control. All three loops for power control work together
during radio connection. Open loop power control is used
to calculate the required radiated power by the mobile
station for access preamble, the random access channel
(RACH) and the initial power for dedicated channels
(DCH) [4]. Once dedicated channels have been established
outer and inner loop power control shall cooperate in order
to maintain the necessary block error rate (BLER) for voice
or TTE for data calls. This is done in a way that outer loop
power control sets and adjusts the SIR target value used by
inner loop power control [5]. Outer loop power control for
uplink monitors the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) of
transport blocks after diversity combining at the control
station and change the SIR target value according to the
SIR target control algorithms for the uplink. Thus maintains the desired TTE in the uplink, regardless of user's
radio conditions, and whether user is stationary or mobile
[6]. This way of cooperation between three types of power
control algorithm has been presented at Fig. 1.
From Fig. 1, if TTE for the transmitting mobile station is not OK, outer loop power control will increase SIR
target [7], thus causing request in increase of uplink radiated power by inner loop power control. During a call, the
SIR target varies between implemented lower (sirMin) and
upper boundaries (sirMax) [8]. Maximum allowed increase
in SIR target, thus maximum allowed increase of uplink
radiated power per mobile station, is set by parameter
sirMax on radio network controller (RNC). That means
that every cell on every radio base station (RBS) controlled
from same RNC have same sirMax value, regardless of
different uplink traffic load. Setting of maximum allowed
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2. RNC Parameter Setting Impact on
Uplink Capacity
In this section investigation from lab environment has
been presented to explain correlation between uplink noise
rise and cell capacity according to sirMax and TTE setting
on RNC. Uplink capacity is defined as maximum allowed
noise rise over thermal noise due to interference at which it
is still possible to distinguish users [14].

UL RSSImax  UL RSSI 0  NRmax

(1)

where UL RSSImax is uplink capacity, UL RSSI0 is load of
empty cell and NRmax is maximum allowed noise rise. If
there are no users in the cell, and if the cell has not been
interfered by transmitting mobile stations from neighboring
base stations, the measured signal strength at the base station receiver (UL RSSI0) corresponds to thermal noise [15]:

N  k  T  B W  
 10 logk   10 logT   10 logB  dBW 
Fig. 1. Cooperation between three types of uplink power
control algorithm

SIR target by sirMax parameter regardless of traffic load
per cell can cause two types of problems:

(2)

where k is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature in Kelvin
and B is bandwidth in Hz. For a temperature of 20 °C and
the bandwidth of 5 MHz, the obtained result is:

UL RSSI 0  N   136.9 dBW  106.9 dBm .

(3)

 In scenario with a high number of users in the cell,
sirMax value would be too high, thus causing too
much radiated power from users and severe interference.

Expressions (4)–(11) from [16] have been used to
calculate noise rise, which is equal to:

 In scenario with a low number of users in the cell,
sirMax value would be too low, thus users served by
that cell would not be able to exploit entire uplink cell
capacity.

where ηUL is the uplink load factor. The uplink load factor
can be calculated as a sum of load factors of all M uplink
connections Lj in a cell:

In this paper, problem with a high number of users in
the cell has been analyzed in detail, but the proposed solution is applicable for both types of problem.

1.1 Related Work
One of the first solutions for uplink interference cancellation was enhanced receivers techniques presented at
[9]. Increasing number of receiver antennas was recommended and investigated, like 4RX diversity [10], distributed antenna system (DAS) presented at [11] or directional
antennas for wireless indoor solution presented at [12].
Furthermore, measurements in live WCDMA network [13]
have been performed to propose solutions for WCDMA
uplink air interface capacity increase. Many improvements
have been developed to improve antennas, RBS processor
units, or RBS power amplifiers and receivers. However,
none of the implemented solutions have solved the problem
with uplink interference. Even more, all new functionalities
and improvements of hardware and software from RBS
side implemented together haven’t solved the problem.

NR  - 10  log(1  ηUL) dB

M

ηUL   Lj .

(4)

(5)

j 1

The load factor of each connection is derived below.
First the Eb/No, energy per user bit divided by the noise
spectral density, is defined:

(Eb/No)j  PGj 

SSj
SSother

(6)

where PGj is processing gain of user, SSj is signal strength
of user and SSother is signal strength of other users. This can
be written as:

(Eb/No)j 

W
Pj

 j Rj I  Pj

(7)

where W is the chip rate, Pj is the received signal power
from user, υj is the activity factor of user, Rj is the bit rate
of user, and I is the total received interference in the base
station. Solving for Pj gives:

Pj 

1
I
W
1
( Eb / N o )  Rj   j

(8)
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Since Pj=Lj×I, the load factor of one connection can
be obtained:

Lj 

1
.
W
1
( Eb / N o )  Rj   j

(9)

Additionally, the interference i, from the other cells
must be taken into account:

Iother cell
i
Iown cell

Parameter name
sirMaxTti2

transmissionTargetErrorTti2

Parameter description
Maximum allowed SIR
target for EUL 2ms TTI
users
Wanted percentage of
wrongly transmitted (not
acknowledged) data
frames, for EUL 2 ms
TTI users.

Parameter value
Range: –82 to 173
Resolution: 1
Unit: 0.1 dB
Range: 1 to 500
Resolution: 1
Unit: 0.1%

Tab. 1. Main system parameters used in lab investigation.

(10)

where Iother cell is other cells interference and Iown cell is own
cell interference. The uplink load factor can now be written
as:
M

  (1  i )   Lj 
UL

j 1

M

1
W
j 1
1
( Eb / N o )  Rj   j

 (1  i )  

(11)

Statistical analysis from live network gives result that
satisfying call setup success rate (CSSR) can be achieved
with ηUL = 0.98 due to admission and congestion procedures
specified in [17]. From (4), calculated maximum noise rise
(NRmax) is then 16.99 dB. From (1), UL RSSImax value is
then –89.91 dBm.
On the other hand, theoretical maximum uplink capacity, in term of bit rate, over bandwidth of 5 MHz in
WCDMA system is 5.76 Mbit/s. This can be achieved with
enhanced uplink (EUL) data transmission with time to
transmit interval (TTI) of 2 ms, specified in [18].
Investigation in lab environment has been performed
by changing sirMax and TTE settings on RNC, which are
more in detail explained at Tab. 1. EUL 2 ms capable device has been used in lab experiment, thus sirMax setting
has been changed by sirMaxTti2 parameter, while transmissionTargetErrorTti2 parameter has been used to change
TTE setting. From Fig. 1, if TTE is not OK, uplink outer
loop power control will increase SIR target. TTE evaluation result is not OK if amount of transmitted data from
mobile station is larger than amount of received data on
RBS receiver. In lab experiment that condition has been
executed by creating uplink load larger than theoretical
maximum uplink capacity of 5.76 Mbit/s. Thus uplink
outer loop power control requested repeatedly increase of
SIR target. However, increase of uplink radiated power is
not allowed if calculated SIR target is larger than
sirMaxTti2 value.
Average uplink (UL) throughput and UL RSSI, during constant uplink load, have been recorded. Uplink load,
generated by uplink data transmission, has been same for
every test case. Uplink data transmission has been performed by user datagram protocol (UDP), described in
[19]. During period of 60 s, data has been transmitted from

Fig. 2. Test case created and executed in lab environment.

the mobile station (USB stick Huawei E-392) to the test
server. Average UL throughput over monitored 60 s has
been obtained by DU-meter program, while average UL
RSSI value has been obtained from RNC for monitored
cell. Lab test case setup is presented at Fig. 2.
Two test cases have been executed:
 Changing sirMax value with constant TTE value of
2%, which is default value recommended by vendor
of mobile equipment.
 Changing TTE value with constant sirMax value of
13 dB, which is default value recommended by vendor of mobile equipment.

2.1 Changing sirMax Value with Constant
TTE Value of 2%
Results of this test case are presented at Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4.
From the obtained results it can be concluded that
changing of sirMax value with constant TTE value of 2%
has significant impact on UL RSSI and uplink throughput.
The main reason is that changing of sirMax value directly
influences maximum allowed radiated power for UE as
described in Sec. 1. The more maximum radiated power
has been limited by sirMax value, maximum achievable
throughput and measured UL RSSI in the cell have been
decreased.
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Fig. 3. Impact on uplink throughput by constant TTE value
and variable sirMax value.

Fig. 6. Impact on UL RSSI by constant sirMax value and
variable TTE value.

From the obtained results it can be concluded that
changing of TTE value with constant sirMax value of
13 dB has almost no impact on UL RSSI and uplink
throughput. The main reason is that sirMax value has been
unchanged, thus maximum allowed radiated power has
been same for all test cases, which was needed to upload
data to test server with maximum throughput.

2.3 Analysis of Recorded Results

Fig. 4. Impact on UL RSSI by constant TTE value and
variable sirMax value.

2.2 Changing TTE Value with Constant
sirMax Value of 13 dB
Results of this test case are presented at Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Impact on uplink throughput by constant sirMax value
and variable TTE value.

From the obtained results it can be concluded that out
of two parameters used by uplink outer loop power control,
sirMax has dominant impact on UL RSSI and uplink
throughput. Depending on the uplink load of individual
cells on the RBS there are two possible scenarios. First
scenario is to set high value for sirMax. Benefit from this
setting is that maximum uplink throughput for a single user
in the cell would be provided. On the other hand, drawback
of this setting is that in a multi user environment problem
with uplink interference can occur that could lead to problems with CSSR. Second scenario is to set low value for
sirMax. Benefit from this setting is that in a multi user
environment there would be no problem with uplink interference and CSSR. On the other hand, in a low loaded cell,
users would not be able to exploit entire cell capacity, thus
they would not be able to achieve maximum uplink
throughputs.
UL load on the cell differs not only from different cell
to different cell, but also within the cell during the day,
depending of number of users and their activity. Thus conclusion can be derived that it would be optimal if uplink
outer loop power control would use sirMax that correspond
to conditions on the uplink air interface at each cell, instead
of using a fixed and same value for every cell whole time.
Proposed idea how to achieve optimum uplink outer loop
power control algorithm is dynamic changes of sirMax
value based on uplink load on the cell. But prior to solution
proposal, some real problem examples from live network
has been presented in the next section.
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3. Air Interface Uplink Capacity
Overload Examples
Problems with uplink air interface capacity, from live
network, can be divided in 3 groups:
 Uplink air interface overload due to large number of
simultaneous users, like concerts, sport events, traffic
jams on highway etc.
 Uplink air interface overload caused from outer
source of interference presented at [20]. Sources of
outer interference could be malfunctioning radio devices (TV antenna amplifier, DECT systems, FAX
devices etc.), mobile operators from neighboring
countries that use same frequency spectrum, wrongly
installed components (power tappers and splitters) at
indoor distributed antenna systems.
 Uplink air interface overload caused by passive inter
modulation (PIM) products created by own system.
PIM has become a significant factor in the recent
times when the amount of frequency spectrum used
by each operator has increased significantly by introducing an increasing number of 5 MHz band-carriers
(WCDMA), as well as new broadband technologies
like long term evolution (LTE). Passive inter-modulation occurs when two or more signals are present in
passive device (cable, connector, isolator, switch,
splitter, tapper or antenna) and this device exhibits
a non-linear response [21].
At Fig. 7 an example of uplink air interface overload
during football match has been presented. Presented results
at Fig. 7 indicate that impact on uplink capacity is greatest
just before match and during half time. Overload during
half time has been so high that almost every service establishment attempt was unsuccessful.
UL RSSI increase at Fig. 7 has been caused by large
number of simultaneous users that were trying to access
cell at the same time. Simultaneous radiated power in
uplink direction from large number of users cause severe
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interference [16]. Thus number of wrongly transmitted
blocks increases dramatically and uplink outer loop power
control increases SIR target to satisfy TTE value set on
RNC. By doing that all users in the cell are instructed to
increase radiated power, thus increasing UL RSSI.
UL RSSI value at Fig. 7 has been obtained by statistical observability through RNC performance management
counters pmSumUlRssi and pmSamplesUlRssi that have
been more in detail explained in Sec. 5.
At presented example uplink performance has been
strongly degraded, up to the point that every service establishment attempt was unsuccessful. Main reason for that is
not only in problem causes, but in fact that uplink outer
loop power control could not adapt to new situation. Instead to ask for higher SIR target due to unsatisfied TTE
condition it should limit radiated power by limiting sirMax
value according to condition on uplink air interface. With
proposed unique sirMax value per cell, balanced situation
could be achieved. Maximum user’s performance would be
limited, but also maximum noise rise caused by single user
would be limited, according to given uplink load. To verify
proposed idea, simulation has been created and executed
that is presented in next section.

4. Simulation of Proposed Change in
sirMax Implementation
Simulation has been created and executed in commercial radio planning tool, that use Monte Carlo algorithm,
which simulates the way a network allocates resource units
to users accessing different services [22]. It is possible to
import real network traffic to radio planning tool, obtained
by performance management counters on RNC. Worst case
scenario has been created that maximum uplink load during
day for each cell has been imported to radio planning tool.
This is for macro sites very rare case that all cells
have maximum load at exactly same point in time. It actually corresponds to overload scenario due to large number
of simultaneous users, where all cells do have maximum
load at exactly same time. Thus created simulation corresponds to some real case overload scenario during concert
or sport event. Common sirMax for all cells used in simulation was 11 dB, which is optimized value by network
operator for normal cell load. Two test simulations have
been executed on cluster of 9 RBS with 27 cells.
 Test case 1 - sirMax value is identical (11 dB) for all
cells in the cluster.
 Test case 2 - sirMax value is unique per cell depending of uplink load. Unique value of sirMax per cell
has been obtained from (12).

Fig. 7. Impact on UL RSSI at one WCDMA cell during
football match.

In both test cases used TTE value was common for all
cells and equal to 3.5%, which is optimized value by network operator for normal cell load. Results of simulations
are presented at Tab. 2.
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Test case 1
Test case 2

Number of
users
864
864

Blocked users

CSSR (%)

42
8

95.14
99.07

Tab. 2. Simulation results for common sirMax implementation
for all cells against unique sirMax implementation per
cell respectively to uplink load.

As it can be concluded from results of simulations,
significant improvement has been recorded with unique
sirMax implementation per cell. As it was explained in
Sec. 2, uplink load on the cell differs not only from different cell to different cell but also within the cell during the
day. Therefore, it is also recommended that sirMax is not
only unique per cell, but that is unique within cell during
different period of time. Proposal how to achieve it has
been presented in the next section.

5. Design of Self-optimizing Uplink
Outer Loop Power Control
Design of self-optimizing uplink outer loop power
control is based on fact that RNC is informed by each cell
of cell's current UL RSSI. How often RNC is informed
about UL RSSI, can be presented through RNC performance management counters that exist for every cell controlled by RNC:
 pmSumUlRssi is the counter that records the value of
received total wideband power (RTWP) measured on
the cell and sent to the RNC via nodeB application
part (NBAP) common measurement reporting [23],
over Iub interface which is specified in [24], where
RTWP refers to UL RSSI measurement.
 pmSamplesUlRssi is a counter that records how often
sample has been recorded and it is actually captured
every 10 s. That means that RNC is notified every
10 s of UL RSSI measured at each cell on RNC.
Design of self-optimizing uplink outer loop power
control consists of introduction of new parameter on RNC,
which would be used to derive sirMax value. By doing so
sirMax would not be any more fixed value, but it would be
derived from combination of new parameter and current
UL RSSI on the cell. New proposed parameter would define maximum allowed UL RSSI on the cell, thus parameter has been called MaxULRSSI. Then sirMax value would
be calculated as:
sirMax dB  MaxULRSSI dBm   UL RSSI dBm   C dB
(12)
where sirMax is the value used by uplink outer loop power
control, MaxULRSSI is maximum allowed UL RSSI on the
cell, UL RSSI is measured UL RSSI on the cell and C is
constant that would be used by operator to modify dependency of sirMax to measured UL RSSI on the cell. Proposed
changes in current uplink outer loop power control to
achieve self-optimizing uplink outer loop power control are
presented in Fig. 8:

Fig. 8. Cooperation between three types of uplink power
control with proposed changes for outer loop power
control.

Proposal for MaxULRSSI is to be fixed value and that
it is equal –90 dBm, which correspond to ηUL = 0.98 described in Sec. 2. If sirMax would be derived by (12), it is
obvious that sirMax then would directly depend on measured UL RSSI value. In that case uplink outer loop power
control would self-optimize used sirMax value based on
current uplink load on the cell. Example of calculated
sirMax value by self-optimizing uplink outer loop power
control with MaxULRSSI = –90 dBm and C = 0 dB is given
in Tab. 3. To compare sirMax used by self-optimizing
uplink outer loop power control to sirMax used by current
uplink outer loop power control, simulation has been
executed for one real macro cell from the previous section,
which UL RSSI value during day is presented in Fig. 9.
Measured UL RSSI (dBm)
-107
-106
-105
-104
-103
-102
-101
-100
-99
-98
-97
-96
-95
-94
-93
-92
-91
-90
-89
-88
-87

sirMax (dB)
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

Tab. 3. Calculated sirMax by self-optimizing uplink outer loop
power control according to measured UL RSSI.
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reading performance management statistics (aggregated UL
RSSI value over 15 min) for one cell in lab environment.
Based on obtained result from statistic, program is running
shell scripts on Operation Support System (OSS), which
via Advanced Managed Object Scripting (AMOS) are
changing sirMax value on RNC. Results presented at
Tab. 3 were successfully obtained for given test cell.

6. Conclusion

Fig. 9. UL RSSI distribution during day for one WCDMA cell.

From the results of simulation, which are presented at
Fig. 10, it can be concluded that self-optimizing uplink
outer loop power control has adapted to the uplink load on
the cell. Other important result that can be concluded is
that new design would not only limit interference during
high load by decreasing sirMax value, but would actually
allow higher radiated power from mobile stations during
low load on the cell. This would be done by increasing
sirMax value, thus allowing higher uplink throughputs. On
the other hand, current uplink outer loop power control,
regardless of uplink load, is using same sirMax value
throughout whole time.

In this paper proposal for completely new approach in
resolving problem with WCDMA uplink capacity on air
interface has been presented. Proposed solution is to turn
the problem solving on RNC level and to improve uplink
outer loop power control. Presented simulation results in
Sec. 4 and proposal for new design of uplink outer loop
power control, that is dependent of uplink load, lead to
conclusion that uplink interference could be contained to
some sustainable level. A novel self-optimizing uplink
outer loop power control mechanism for WCDMA network, presented in Sec. 5, could bring final solution for
overload scenarios described in Sec. 3. Additionally, proposed solution could bring better QoS during normal uplink load on the cell.
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